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Abstract
Objective: We aimed to review the history of anatomical dissection, and to examine how modern educational techniques will change the way temporal bone dissection is taught to otolaryngology trainees.
Results: Temporal bone anatomy has traditionally been taught using cadaveric specimens. However, resources such as three-dimensional reconstructed models and ‘virtual reality’ temporal bone simulators have a place in educating the otolaryngology trainee.
Conclusion: We should encourage the use of fresh frozen cadaveric temporal bone specimens for future otologists. Artificial three-dimensional models and virtual reality temporal bone simulators can be used to educate junior trainees, thus conserving the scarce resource of cadaveric bones.
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Introduction – how it was
For years, otologists have agreed that, in the words of Duckworth et al.: An essential way of learning temporal bone anatomy and surgical technique is through repeated dissections of the temporal bone in a cadaver dissection.1
Understanding the contents and intimate relationships of the temporal bone is essential for all ENT trainees.2–7

Anatomy teaching
Recorded interest in human anatomy dates from 1600 BC Egyptian papyrus documents, which stated, ‘vessels to the right ear carried the breath of life as opposed to vessels to the left ear that carried the breath of death’.
In the fourth century BC, Hippocrates and Aristotle advanced knowledge further, expounding a fundamental understanding of the musculoskeletal system. Around that period, Hereophilos and Erasistratus were involved in the first ever documented dissection of cadavers. In the second century, Galen produced an anatomical textbook, his Canon of Medicine, which stood the test of time for 1500 years. In the Middle Ages, with the advent of the printing press, Galen’s work was circulated, criticised and modified. This inspired the true anatomical ‘renaissance’, in which ideas were exchanged through the illustrated press and anatomists’ popularity equated to their drawing talent. An era of anatomical teaching had begun, and with it a demand for fresh bodies that could only be obtained following execution.
During the nineteenth century, the systematic approach to anatomy was adopted. There was a significant demand for cadaveric dissection, prompting the gruesome actions of the murderers William Burke and William Hare. The Anatomy Act of 1832 was implemented to legitimise and regulate the practice of cadaveric dissection. This shifted anatomical dissections from the public theatre into the realms of medical schools and teaching hospitals, and heralded the concept of anatomy teaching courses. The first travelling doctor’s anatomy guide, inspired by Henry Gray, was published in 1858.
Historically, religious powers had restricted the provision of cadavers for dissection. In the modern day, there has been a gradual change towards parliamentary law steered by public opinion. In the UK, the Human Tissue Act of 1961 meant that human tissue could be legally obtained for education and research from three sources: university departments of morbid anatomy, hospital post-mortem examinations and coroner post-mortem examinations. Further legislation – the 1984 Anatomy Act and the 1988 Anatomy Regulations – concentrated on the importance of consent from the individual for use of their body for medical research.8,9 However, it was not clear how the bodies were to be used, distributed and disposed of, and whether in fact any
body parts would be retained, thus leading to the Alder Hey and Bristol tissue retention scandals. Parliament reacted, and in April 2006, the Human Tissues Act of 2004 was implemented under the administration of the Human Tissue Authority. The practice of obtaining and using any human tissue for medical education or research would now depend on informed consent.

Surgical training

‘See one, do one, teach one’, medical trainees are advised. The apprenticeship model of surgical education has withstood the test of time until recently. The residency-based style of surgical training, pioneered by Sir William Halsted in the late nineteenth century, guaranteed exposure to a wide range of surgical pathology. The limiting factor for trainee’s learning was their own stamina and determination. Traditional methods of surgical education focused on the need for experience in order to gain insight and to refine surgical skills – ‘the more you do, the more you know’.

Due to the challenges of temporal bone surgery, it is necessary for trainees to develop improved hand-eye coordination, to learn a command of fine motor skills and to obtain thorough anatomical knowledge under magnified vision. Therefore, residents spent an inordinate amount of time working to develop these skills. The combination of surgical experience and laboratory cadaveric dissection has resulted in otologists of excellent quality.

All medical schools used cadaveric dissection as part of their anatomy training. Experience in cadaveric dissection at postgraduate level is obtained through attending various dissection courses worldwide. Under the 1984 and 1988 UK anatomy acts, medical schools were a crucial source of specimens, particularly in the case of temporal bone dissection as this anatomical region was untouched in undergraduate dissection. However, the 1984 and 1988 acts clearly stated that the dissection of cadavers was to be confined exclusively to the demonstration and exploration of human anatomy, and expressly forbade the use of cadavers for the practice or demonstration of surgical technique. The practice of cadaveric dissection in order to gain anatomical knowledge and experience in temporal bone handling was strongly encouraged by the British Association of Otolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgeons; however, this asset to surgical education is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain.

This review aims to explore the challenges encountered in training otologists in the art of temporal bone dissection, in light of recent difficulties in obtaining cadaveric temporal bones. It will explore alternatives to cadaveric dissection for UK trainees, discussing the merits of each, and will also review advances in medical educational theory.

How it is

The law

Under the Human Tissue Act of 2004, removal of human tissue after death is governed by identical rules, whether for medical research, education or transplantation (see Table I).

Worldwide, there seems to be ample availability of temporal bones for dissection via a range of temporal bone courses, which have recently been appraised by trainees in a report in ENT News.

Cadaveric dissection

The USA has its own National Temporal Bone Hearing and Balance Pathology Resource Registry (within the National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)), based at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (http://www.tbregistry.org), in order to satisfy the demand for cadaveric temporal bones. This organisation encourages individuals with ear disorders to pledge their temporal bones at death to scientific research. Leong and Aldren explored the possibility of a similar UK registry, and found that 70 per cent of their cohort of ENT patients supported the concept of temporal bone donation for medical education and research.

Once a temporal bone is harvested, formaldehyde or a high concentration of alcohol is used to preserve the tissue. This results in the loss of natural colour, something that can be important for skeletonising the facial nerve during dissection. Frozen temporal bones offer better colour, consistency and contrast, but carry a real risk of viral transmission (e.g. hepatitis B).

Feigl et al. reported positive findings in their study of cadaveric dissection and otologists’ learning curves. For single surgeons performing single operative techniques, they demonstrated a significant improvement in surgeons’ anatomical understanding and ability to perform a specified procedure, over sequential attempts at singular nerve neurectomy on a cadaver. What this study actually demonstrates is that practice improves outcome and repetitive cadaveric dissection is needed for a successful outcome. Does this mean practice by any means available will produce the same effect?

Alternatives to cadaveric dissection

There are a number of alternatives to cadaveric dissection via which practising otologists can acquaint themselves with the theoretical and practical aspects of the temporal bone.

| TABLE I |
| SECTION 3, HUMAN TISSUE ACT 2004 |

1 The deceased himself gave appropriate consent before he dies; or if he gave no consent, but nor did he veto organ donation;
2 Consent is given by the deceased’s nominated representative – that is a person expressly nominated by the deceased to make decisions about the use of his body parts before his death; or if the deceased neither made his own decision about donation nor nominated a representative;
3 Consent is given by a close family member or friend – what is described as ‘a person who stood in a qualifying relationship with the deceased before his death’. |
Regarding theory and conceptual understanding, anatomy texts vary in their depth of description of temporal bone osteology and of the landmarks used for surgical navigation. A number of authors have published three-dimensional models and interactive atlases, and have supplied detailed descriptions recreated from reconstruction of either high resolution computed tomography (CT) or histological sections.

Kavanagh has published a sequence of histological slides from the human temporal bone, available at http://www.ear-anatomy.com. Sun et al. have used three-dimensional reconstruction to build a physical model of the entire middle ear.

Three-dimensional computer models have been validated as useful educational tools with which to increase clinical understanding of the topographical relationships of various structures within the temporal bone. Entering ‘temporal bone’ into a ‘YouTube’ search will deliver a number of online dissection videos.

At present, the alternatives to cadaveric temporal bone dissection are plastic models, porcine dissection and virtual reality temporal bone simulators. All have been well documented in the literature; however, cadaveric dissection always appears to set the standard against which other methods must compare in order to gain general acceptance as valid training alternatives to live surgery.

Virtual reality simulators are demonstrating validity as training and skills assessment tools. They allow any task to be replicated in order to facilitate education and assessment, giving the learner the opportunity to try new skills, make mistakes and allow competency to evolve. Thus, new skills are developed without risk to a patient, and there is no time constraint.

The same could be said for the temporal bone models mentioned above. However, learning is restricted by the models’ availability to each trainee. Such models allow trainees to practice otology procedures such as myringotomy and grommet insertion, tympanoplasty, ossiculoplasty, and stapes surgery. Laser sintering techniques are used to create an accurate, three-dimensional representation of temporal bone anatomy. Mori and colleagues’ temporal bone model incorporates surface details, inner bony structure and air cells; a future version will include dura mater, cranial nerves, venous sinuses and the internal carotid artery. These authors claim that dissection of the model can be performed in the same way as in a real cadaver. The Pettigrew bone, utilised in the Glasgow temporal bone training course, comprises a plastic model with coloured dyes to highlight the facial nerve, sigmoid sinus and carotid artery. The addition of red irrigation fluid simulates bleeding during drilling. The middle-ear trainer designed by Mills and Lee consists of a number of ear modules representing different surgical problems. In contrast to the Pettigrew bone, a pinna is attached to the model to enable practice incisions.

The major advantage of a plastic model is that it obviates the need for the laboratory conditions required for cadaveric dissection. Scott et al. investigated the risk of prion transmission during laboratory temporal bone drilling. They demonstrated microscopic evidence of neural tissue in the cloud of bone dust created during such drilling. Many surgeons now wear eye protection during surgery, but this precaution must also be used in cadaveric temporal bone laboratories (amongst other precautions to reduce infection risk). However, this limits availability and increases the costs of cadaveric dissection. The Spongiform Encephalopathy Advisory Committee of the UK Advisory Committee on Dangerous Pathogens has made recommendations for work involving potentially prion-infected material, including the use of a microbiology isolation chamber; these recommendations are shown in Table II, and compared with the precautions taken in most Cadaveric Temporal Bone Dissection (CTBD) laboratories.

In 1988, Harada et al. used histological sections to reconstruct the temporal bone in three dimensions, in order to understand the stereoscopic relationships of the contained structures. They generated images based upon the entire volume of each section (a technique known as volume rendering). Trainee interaction with a three-dimensional temporal bone based upon a haptic interface (the VR-Tool) was first proposed in 1997 by Kuppersmith et al. Further developments by Stredney et al. provided a stereoscopic display with haptic feedback and aural simulation. A multimodal interface simulated the drilling and cutting of bone.

Wiet and colleagues investigated the creation of a virtual environment to rival a cadaver laboratory. Visual images were created by virtual binoculars to simulate a microscope, and two PHANToM force feedback tools replicated the drill and suction. Three-dimensional images were obtained from CT reconstructions of cadaveric temporal bones. A haptic algorithm used volume rendering data and adjusted a set of virtual springs around the virtual burr, enabling different haptic feedback for each type of burr used. Bone erosion was implemented by decreasing the density of the voxels (three-dimensional pixels) in contact with the virtual burr. An aural interface incorporated a change in pitch of the virtual burr, depending on virtual bone thickness. Their model gained acceptance amongst practising otologists as a training tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safety equipment</th>
<th>ACDP Recommendations</th>
<th>Temp bone lab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disposable gowns</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable gloves</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable instruments</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-face visors*</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiology safety cabinet</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiology safety isolation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Usually masks and goggles. Temp = temporal
Pfessler et al. also developed a volumetric, high resolution model of the temporal bone, using a new technique of realistic visualisation of simulated cut surfaces, the Voxel-Man TempoSurg simulator for middle-ear surgery (Spiggle and Thies, Overath, Germany; http://www.uke.de/voxel-man).40 In this system, the operator uses a foot pedal to control the virtual drill and wears specialised glasses to view a computer-generated image in three dimensions. As well as tactile haptic feedback, the angle of view and magnification can be adjusted, as in the operating theatre.

Subsequent development of simulators has focused on real-time feedback directly associated with a specific action. For example Agus and colleagues’ ‘Integrated Environment for Rehearsal and Planning of Surgical Interventions’ simulator predominantly aimed to replicate the visual and haptic effects of a real operation.39 This project was a three-year, European Union funded scheme incorporating technological advancements in: spatial co-recognition, tissue segmentation with voxel partial volume averaging, physical modelling, visual feedback, image rendering, haptic feedback, and spatiotemporal realism. The technological innovations used to create this simulator have been reviewed by Jackson et al.41

**Discussion – how it will be**

**Educational theory**

Before disregarding alternatives to cadaveric dissection, we must look at current training requirements and expectations. Previous training programmes relied upon sheer volume of exposure, but this is now not the case. Surgical skills are increasingly being taught in the laboratory. To make time spent in training more efficient, a greater understanding of educational theory has been sought. New training techniques can be modelled on the widely accepted, three-stage theory of motor skill acquisition expounded by Fitts and Posners (Table III).32

The early stages of learning should take place outside the operating theatre, until the trainee has autonomous skills and can focus on more technical issues whilst still ensuring patient safety. Halm and colleagues’ systematic review demonstrated a positive relationship between operative volume and positive clinical outcome.43 However, Ericsson argues that it is the number of hours spent in deliberate practice, rather than the hours spent in surgery, which determines the level of expertise reached.44 Deliberate practice, as described by Reznick and MacRae, involves repetition and immediate feedback on performance.42 Therefore, one may argue that, in the early stages of learning temporal bone surgery, the use of three-dimensional plastic models and virtual reality temporal bone simulators could play a pivotal role. As regards the availability of plastic models, supply could meet demand simply by streamlining production. The supply of such plastic models as the Glasgow Pettigrew bone and Mill’s middle-ear surgery trainer is currently limited as each is hand-crafted, but there is scope for mass production.32 There is no limit to the number of repeated dissections available on a virtual reality temporal bone simulator.

**Competency assessment**

A key factor in any training environment is not just the acquisition of new skills but also anatomical knowledge and performance feedback.

Wiet and colleagues’ ‘Ohio VRTB’ virtual reality temporal bone simulator incorporated an ‘Intelligent Tutor’ programme with which the user could learn to identify anatomy easily by querying the system on the location of different structures.

Several validated rating scales for assessment skills already exist, such as the ‘Objective Structured Assessments of Technical Skills’ system.31 These scales are external measures that require third party input from a fully trained senior surgeon. Butler et al. proposed the Welling Scale as a standardised, objective, reliable and valid method of assessing technical skill in human temporal bone dissection.31,42 This scale was used to score both cadaveric and Pettigrew temporal bones drilled by candidates, and demonstrated good to excellent inter- and intra-rater reliability in assessing performance.

Zirkle et al. have studied assessment of dissection using a virtual reality temporal bone simulator.31 They acknowledged the validity of external assessment tools, whilst pointing out that the major drawback of external assessment is the scarcity of qualified assessors. The internal assessment tools built into Zirkle and colleagues’ virtual reality temporal bone simulators were based on hand motion analysis in time and space as the task was performed. Assessment involved four particular parameters: distance covered, time spent on task, speed of motion and number of movements; a score was then generated which corresponded to external ratings used to compare experienced and trainee otologists. Zirkle and colleagues’ internal assessment tool was validated by showing a significant increase in hand motion skill for the experienced surgeons when compare to trainee surgeons.

Other metric and performance feedback tools have been described for use in conjunction with virtual reality temporal bone simulators.46,47 One reported internal assessment tool allows the trainee

---

**TABLE III**

FITTS AND POSNER’S THEORY OF MOTOR SKILL ACQUISITION

| Stage 1 (cognitive stage) | A process of intellectualising the task. Performance is erratic and the procedure is being carried out in distinct steps. |
| Stage 2 (integrative stage) | Knowledge of the task is transferred to motor behaviours. The student still thinks about how to move their hands but is able to execute the task more fluidly. |
| Stage 3 (autonomous stage) | The performance is smoother and there is no need to think about movements, allowing the student to concentrate on learning other aspects of the procedure. |

Published with permission.42
to progress at their own rate without the need for constant supervision.

Virtual reality temporal bone simulators have huge potential as educational resources in the current educational climate. They can be incorporated into a systematic, structured training curriculum such as the Inter-Collegiate Surgical Curriculum Project, by means of the Direct Observation of Procedural Skills component. O’Leary et al. assessed the validity of a virtual reality temporal bone simulator environment. Participants were taught cortical mastoidectomy on the author’s own networked virtual environment, then asked to perform the procedure on a cadaveric temporal bone. Networking allowed both the trainee and trainer to separately view the same virtual dissection whilst ‘operating’ in the same ‘operating theatre’. The trainer could provide real-time haptic feedback, by demonstrating how to use the drill, and could also highlight areas of bone that required further drilling. This and another study by Hutchins et al. have emphasised important aspects of temporal bone surgery which can be learned using virtual reality temporal bone simulators, and have demonstrated a positive response to networked haptic learning environments amongst otology trainees.

The future of cadaveric temporal bone dissection

We have previously discussed the reasons for the difficulty in obtaining cadaveric temporal bones for dissection and surgical training. Despite advances in three-dimensional models and virtual reality temporal bone simulators, nothing can quite substitute for the real thing. Human temporal bones provide an irreplaceable and invaluable resource for the study of the pathology and pathophysiology of disorders of hearing, balance, taste, facial nerve function and facial pain.

Cadaveric temporal bone dissection also provides invaluable experience of anatomical variation. Peidong and colleagues’ analysis of high resolution CT images from 66 normal temporal bones investigated the spatial relationship between the facial nerve and other structures within the temporal bone, and found that the position of the jugular bulb affected the position of the facial nerve. Such anatomical variation must be appreciated during the development of three-dimensional models and virtual reality temporal bone simulators, in order to create a realistic experience paralleling actual cadaveric dissection.

The Royal College of Surgeons of England recognises the importance of cadaveric dissection for all surgical trainees. The Hill Surgical Workshop (established in 1995) provides an environment in which trainees can perform dissections on ‘soft-fix’ cadavers. This preservation technique reduces tissue rigidity and hardness and allows easier dissection, compared with formalin fixation. Virtual simulation of surgery on soft tissues is computationally demanding, thus increasing costs. The Human Tissues Act has removed the objection to the use of cadavers for surgical techniques; thus, with appropriate guidance, soft-fix temporal bone laboratories which take into account health and safety issues (regarding infection) may represent the future. Until a US-style donor register is set up in the UK, the scarcity of temporal bones will remain a key issue in the use of cadaveric dissection for teaching ENT trainees.

Cadaveric bones are, and will continue to be, of key importance in research concerning new surgical techniques. Copeland et al. utilised cadaveric bones to validate the accuracy of computer-aided surgery in neurotological approaches to the temporal bone. Majdani et al. used human temporal bones to show the success of image-guided surgical technology in enabling drilling for a minimally invasive cochleostomy during cochlear implant surgery. Such conclusions would be difficult to validate on either a virtual reality temporal bone simulator or three-dimensional plastic model.

On the other hand, plastic models created by laser sintering techniques have been proven useful in surgical simulation, by Suzuki et al. These authors produced three-dimensional models of patients with congenital aural atresia, in order to facilitate presurgical planning. Plastic models may perhaps represent a cost-effective way for trainees to practice surgical techniques, for both normal and abnormal anatomy. Cheaper ‘low fidelity’ alternatives can be useful in the cognitive stages of learning a surgical skill; examples include Owa and colleagues’ ‘home-made’ simulator for middle-ear stapes prostheses placement, and Farrié’s ‘home’ temporal bone laboratory.

Role for temporal bone simulation

Simulation-based training is a prerequisite for organisations requiring high levels of reliability, such as the air, nuclear and oil industries. In the past, the real issue with the use of virtual reality temporal bone simulators for surgical training has been cost. However, due to advances in computing technology and power, this has significantly decreased. The effect of high and low fidelity simulation for surgical procedures carried out by junior trainees has been investigated by Matsumoto et al. They compared groups instructed in ureteric stone retrieval either didactically or with low or high fidelity simulation models. They demonstrated a significant effect for ‘hands-on’ training compared with didactic teaching, but no difference between high and low fidelity groups. Anastakis et al. found that bench training models were comparable to cadaveric dissection for transferring skills into the operating theatre at a junior level. In order to reduce the cost of virtual reality temporal bone simulators, low fidelity simulators could be used for competency-based assessment. As the trainee becomes more experienced, high fidelity simulation may be more beneficial.

Conclusion

‘Expertise over experience’ – this is the future, and the onus is on the ENT community to create an environment in which expertise can flourish, by
using our resources in the best possible way. Increased understanding of the cognitive process of skill acquisition has indicated that, during the early stages of training, three-dimensional models and virtual reality temporal bone simulators are more than adequate to meet trainees’ needs. We have also established ways in which such training could be assessed. The holistic benefits of cadaveric dissection would be better utilised once trainees have reached the ‘autonomous’ stage. We should establish a fresh frozen temporal bone register to benefit trainees likely to progress into the final years of training. It is these trainees who will compete for the few neurotology fellowships worldwide, of which there are limited only two in the UK. By redirecting a valuable resource, we can improve the efficiency of ENT training.
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